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ABSTRACT 

Flexible energy harvesting/storage components are being used on Unmanned Air Vehicles (UAVs) 
to increase operational performance, particularly to increase flight time. We have developed 
highly compliant, multifunctional composite structures for the wings of a novel flapping wing 
UAV platform known as “Robo Raven”, using a new layered manufacturing technique.  Robo 
Raven is capable of flight using just flapping or in a mixed-mode using flapping and conventional 
propellers. Changes in the aerodynamic loads were characterized throughout the flapping cycle 
to understand the effects of integrating the flexible energy harvesting/storage materials on wing 
mechanics. Both aerodynamic and multifunctional performance models were developed to 
understand how integration of flexible solar cells and flexible batteries into the wings influences 
flight performance, in particular flight endurance. Multifunctional wing structures with mass 
simulating the energy harvesting/storage structures were compared with both regular wings and 
previously developed multifunctional wings with flexible solar cells. Fitting the models to the 
experimental data to determine the modeling parameters, it was possible to predict flight gains of 
up to 40% at the maximum flight time of 4 Hz for all of the multifunctional wing structures over 
the regular wings. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 As Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) technology continues to expand, bio-inspired UAV 
technology is increasingly pushing the boundaries of function and design; becoming increasing similar 
in construct to the their natural source of inspiration [1]. At the same time, as UAV applications grow 
increasingly diverse, enhancing the multi-functionality of materials and structures that are used are 
becoming critical to optimizing flight performance, particularly time of flight. However, there exists a 
trade-off between the added technical capabilities of multifunctional design and the increased 
aerodynamic capabilities of bio-inspiration.   

UAV emulation and reproduction of nature’s flying mechanisms have come in a variety of 
forms. There exist platforms that have been designed to increase aerodynamic performance by 
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replicating the morphing wing capabilities of bats and birds. For example, Grant’s [2] multi-joint and 
gull-wing morphing platforms characterised different mechanisms of morphing. Furthermore, Ijfu’s [3] 
latex rubber morphing wing displayed the ability to change shape in accordance with wind speed. 
Methods such as this, feature either an active morphing of the wing’s structure through a form of 
actuation, or passive morphing of the wing through compliant structures. Other platforms seek to 
generate aerodynamic forces and increase performance through flapping wing flight. These platforms, 
named “ornithopters”, generate propulsion and lift through bird-like flapping wings. The performance 
characteristics of these platforms may be modified through the change of flapping frequency, control of 
a tail, and the efficiency of the actuators that provide propulsion. Examples of this include the University 
of Maryland’s Robo Raven, Small Bird, and Big Bird platforms [4,5], the Delfly [6], Bat Bot [7]and the 
Nano Hummingbird [8].  

Finally, there has been countless research efforts to improving lift and thrust generation through 
the inclusion, characterization and modification of an airfoil [9]. The leading edge of a bird’s wing 
possesses an airfoil-like profile that differs in geometry depending upon the species of bird. Furthermore, 
there is a correlation between the shape of a bird’s airfoil and its primary flying characteristics [4 10]. 
Airfoils have been integrated into fixed-wing UAV design since their inception [10]. However, even as 
UAV’s advance in performance through the methods discussed above, nature’s fliers continue to possess 
a level of aerodynamic performance and flight efficiency that is currently unmatched by any UAV, or 
other aircraft, platform [10,11].  

The University of Maryland’s Robo Raven platform seeks to increase aerodynamic performance 
of UAVs through more controlled lift and thrust generation using multifunctional wings with integrated 
energy capture and storage elements, such as solar panels [12], and compliant bio-inspired geometries 
[13] that can morph to improve the duration or aerobatic performance using either flapping or mixed-
mode flight consisting of flapping and conventional propeller-driven propulsion [28]. However, the 
introduction of additional elements into the wings can decrease flexibility, resulting in decreased 
generation of lift and thrust. Previously, detrimental effects of adding energy capture elements to the 
flexible wings of Robo Raven has been shown to be mitigated by proper preparation and placement of 
these elements, as well as slight redesign of the wing shape [12]. However, there has been no research 
on the inclusion of a flexible battery element into the wings, with or without the flexible solar cells.  

In this paper, the effects of integrating energy capture and storage elements into flexible wings 
for prolonging flight of UAVs, such as Robo Raven, are investigated. This research was not only 
undertaken to improve the platform’s aerodynamic performance, but also to better understand the 
implications of increasing weight and stiffness of the wing through the integration of multifunctional 
components. The aerodynamic forces associated with the change of weight and stiffness of the wing are 
experimentally characterized over a range of flapping frequencies. New models for the aerodynamic 
performance of the multifunctional wings, as well as the system performance with the actuator that 
controls their position and their subsequent multifunctional performance, are also developed to predict 
the subsequent payload capacity of the UAV, and the associated flight time by determining the 
modelling parameters from fits to the experimental data. 
 

2  DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF FLEXIBLE MULTIFUNTIONAL WINGS 

 Robo Raven is a flapping wing UAV with bird-like, body geometry and independent wing 
control (Figure 1). It is capable of flight by just flapping the wings (Robo Raven I viewed in flight at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mjOWpwbnmTw), or in a mixed-mode by flapping the wings and 
using propellers (Robo Raven V viewed at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yryz8PSAwmA) [4, 
28]. Its wings are made of I mil thick flexible mylar sheets and carbon-fiber spars. An schematic of the 
wing design can be seen in Figure 2. The wings are manufactured using a layered Additive 
Manufacturing (AM) process that has been more thoroughly examined in previous papers [4, 5]. This 
process allows for the creation of a lightweight wing with variable wing design parameters (seen in 
Figure 2), with few manufacturing steps. The carbon-fiber spars provide stiffness and stability to the 
wing so that it might maintain an advantageous shape during both the downstroke and upstroke of the 
flapping cycle. The front carbon-fiber rod is the thickest and provides both attachment to the platform’s 
body and stability of the wing shape. Cross-spars prevent an unfavourable torque in the wing during 
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flapping, but are flexible enough to deform upwards and downwards during the apex and nadir of the 
flapping stroke (Figure 2). The trailing edge of the wing is left to freely deform to generate more thrust 
through the blow back effect. The wings are driven by Futaba S bus S9372SV servos with a maximum 
torque of 24.6 N-cm and maximum angular speed of 1000 deg/sec.   

  

              
 

Figure 1. (left) Robo Raven I with just flapping mode [4], and (right) Robo Raven V with mixed-
mode [28]. 

 

  
 

Figure 2. (left) Robo Raven I wing design, (center) typical design parameters for the wing, 
and (right) deformation of wing during flapping [4]. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. A picture of the battery-solar packets, (Left) from the top, (Right) from the bottom. 
 

Solar-battery packs were created to add energy capture and storage elements to the wing (Figure 
3). To create the packs, flexible amorphous silicon Powerfilm MPT6-75 flexible solar cell modules with 
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dimensions 0.2 mm thick x 7.3 cm x11.4 cm and 0.3 W output were used by delaminating their protective 
plastic encapsulation to substantially increase their flexibility and reduce the areal density to 0.02 g/cm2.  
Flexible thin LiPo batteries with dimensions 0.5 mm thick x 43 mm x 38 mm with 50 mAh capacity 
were also put through a delamination process to increase their flexibility and reduce areal density to 
0.104 g/cm2. This was accomplished by cutting away the front outer casing to reveal the inner 
components. The battery was attached to the back of the solar panel and impulse sealed into a PET 
plastic coating. These battery packs were then integrated into the wing with the layered AM process. A 
resulting multifunctional wing can be seen in Figure 4 with three solar-battery packs were attached to 
the upper portion of the wing at the leading edge. In addition to the energy harvesting materials, the 
effects of these materials on aerodynamic performance were simulated using 3 mil laminated sheets with 
an areal density of 0.019g/cm2. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Multifunctional wing with 3 integrated battery/solar cell module packages at leading edge. 
 

3 MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF PERFORMANCE 

3.1  AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE 

 A mathematical model was used to describe and quantify the possible aerodynamic performance 
of the different wing types created for testing. During flapping flight, thrust and lift undergo periodic, 
yet inconsistent, variations. A common modelling approach is to use a quasi-steady state assumption 
[14,15]. Quasi-steady state wing theory assumes that the forces on a moving wing are equivalent to the 
sum of the forces on a fixed wing over a sequence of attitudes that track the wing motion. This model 
neglects acceleration forces and unsteady aerodynamics effects [16,17]. In very small intervals of time, 
the flight is considered level with no acceleration. This implies that the forces in all directions must be 
equal during steady state flight, assuming no change in mass.  
 
 Forces must sum to zero to maintain level, steady and un-accelerated flight along the vertical. 
Assuming no loss of mass or body forces aside form gravity for steady state flight conditions, the lift 
force, , must offset the weight, W = mg, as follows [18]. 
 
                                                                                                                                               (1) 

 
The aerodynamic lift is given by:  
 

        	                                                                  (2) 

 
Where  is the coefficient of lift,  is the density of air, S is the planform area, and V is the forward 
velocity. Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1) yields: 
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                                                                                                                                     (3) 

 
In the horizontal direction, the thrust force, , must be equal to the drag force, , during steady state 
flight: 
 
                                                                         	                                                                         (4) 

 
where the drag force is defined using the coefficient of drag, , : 
 

                                                                    	 ,                                                                (5) 

 
Substituting Equation (5) into Equation (4) yields: 
 

                                                                   	 ,                                                                 (6) 

 
A proposed flapping wing model for the thrust is the following: 
 
                                                                   	 ∆                                                                  (7) 

 
This is produced with insight gained from [19] which notes that thrust increases with flapping frequency, 
f, and amplitude of oscillation. An advance ratio, J, was previously defined for Flapping Wing Aerial 
Vehicles (FWAVs) as follows [15,20,21,22]: 
 

                                                                       	
∆

                                                                        (8) 

 
where b is the wing span. 
 

  
 

Since it is possible to relate thrust to lift using the velocity, Equation (6) can be rearranged, and solving 
for  yields: 

                                                                         	
,

                                                                 (9) 

 
Substituting Equation (9) into Equation (6) yields: 
 

                                                                        	
,

                                                                 (10) 

 
Because the average thrust is generated using the flapping wings. Substituting the thrust generated by 
flapping (Equation (7)) into Equation (10) results in: 
  

                                                                      	
,

∆                                                         (11) 

 
Substituting the lift into Equation (3) yields the maximum flight weight for a FWAV, as follows: 
 

                                                                     
,

∆                                                         (12) 

 
Thrust governs the offsetting drag force value by dictating the velocity in the relationship given in 
Equation (6) (if all else remains constant). An increase in velocity benefits lift generation by way of 
aerodynamic lift, as seen in Equation (2). Given this, thrust and lift are directly related via their drag 
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coefficients, as seen in Equation (10). These relationships provide insight into ways to increase 
performance by increasing thrust production in a FWAV.  
 
3.2  MULTIFUNCTIONAL PERFORMANCE 
 

Furthermore, it was important to create a model to represent the flight time improvements that 
might be made by adding a solar-battery pack to the wing. When operating on a battery only, Robo 
Raven’s flight time, , can be determined as follows: 

 

                                                                	                                                                     (13) 

 
where  is the average power consumed over a flapping cycle, and  is the energy available. The 
energy available is a function of the battery mass, , and its specific energy, , as follows: 
 
                                                                            	                                                                 (14) 
 
The upper limit of the on board energy source mass is limited by the amount of mass that can be carried 
(i.e., the payload capacity). Though the quasi steady state assumption is simplistic and does not always 
predict flapping flight performance it is a helpful first order approximation and it is a common approach 
to use it [14]. Using the quasi-steady state assumption, for level flight where the acceleration is equal to 
zero, the maximum flight mass, , must be equal to the total lift mass that can be carried: 
 
                                                                           	                                                               (15) 
 
Using Equation (12): 
 

                                                                       	 ,
∆

                                                          (16) 

 
Therefore, the payload, , is determined from the base platform mass,  , as follows: 
 

                                                                  	 ,
∆

                                             (17) 

 
The limit to the amount of power source mass is determined by the payload: 
 
                                                                                                                                             (18) 

 
The flight time then becomes 
 

                                                                

,
∆

∗

                                                 (19) 

 
In depletion, the net consumed power is then the difference between the power consumed by the motors 
and the powers provided by the solar cells. 
  
                                                                        	                                                    (20) 

 
Therefore: 
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,
∆

∗ ∗

                                      (21) 

 
Where sc+b is the areal density of the flexible solar cells and flexible batteries, and w is the density of 
the wing material. Equation (21) now represents the model of multifunctional performance that can be 
used to gauge the trade off in the physical and electrical characteristics of the solar cells, as well as the 
effects of the multifunctional wings on the flapping mechanics of the FWAV. It is important to note that 
the power generation from the solar cells and the consumption of the motors driving the wings wary as 
a function of time. In the case of the solar cells the power curve has a relationship between voltage and 
current as given in Fig. 14. As a result of the nature of the circuit, the power draw from the solar cells 
may vary due to changes in voltage from the servos and batteries. The use of a maximum powerpoint 
tracking unit can minimize this effect, but it will add additional mass to the system and is not 100% 
efficient. Therefore, we assessed the effects of integrating the solar cells from direct measurements of 
the power draw as a function of flight time.  
 
3.3 WING-MOTOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE  
 

In addition to the aerodynamic and multifunctional considerations, the actual wing performance 
will also be controlled by the motor characteristics. Specifically, the servo motors have the following 
attributes: 

 
         Pdraw = Pmax (1-/max)     (22) 

 
     T = Tmax (1-/max)     (23) 
 
where Pdraw is the power draw, T is the torque, and  is the angular speed. The torque will dictate the 
amount of aerodynamic force that can be generated, since it is opposed by the drag force of the flapping 
wing that deforms the wing to generate the thrust. It is important to note that the available torque to 
power to generate the thrust may be further reduced by the weight of the wing, mwg, and the center of 
mass, d. Therefore, it is possible to approximate the desired thrust output as being proportional to the 
torque output as follows: 
 
                       FT = k1(T+sgn(T)mwgd)     (24) 
  
Therefore, we can see from Equation (7) and noting that 4f, the following condition must hold for 
the wing to flap at the desired frequency and amplitude: 
 
                 ∆ 1 4 ∆ /       (25) 
 
Therefore, it is possible to determine the frequency at a given amplitude that is necessary to generate 
the maximum thrust for a given wing design as follows: 
 
     

  f=(-4k1Tmax/max+[16(k1Tmax/max)2+4kFSk1(Tmax+sgn(T)mwgd]1/2)/(2kFS)    (26) 
 

Neglecting the mass effect of the wing, it can be seen that as  >> kF
maxS/(4Tmaxk1): 

 

    f =max/(4     

and the subsequent torque generation approaches 0, which does not result in flight. Likewise, as  << 
kF

maxS/(4Tmaxk1): 
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              f 2 =k1Tmax/(SkF      
    
and the subsequent torque can approach Tmax at very high frequencies (like a hummingbird). Given the 
frequency and amplitude, it is then possible to determine the power required to achieve that thrust from 
Equation (31). This in turn can be used in Equation (30) to determine the flight time. Thus, an optimal 
flapping frequency and amplitude can be determined f multifunctional or the wings. 
 
 4 TESTING PROCEEDURES   

In order to assess the aerodynamic performance of the multifunctional wings, a static testing 
platform was previously created (Figure 5). This test stand was statically mounted to a test stand 
equipped with an American Digital E5 optical encoder to record the wing flapping amplitude, and an 
ATI Mini40 six-axis force/torque transducer. Thrust measurements were recorded in 5 m/s (as measured 
by a pitot tube) of airflow generated by fan in a wind tunnel [5]. The force transducer is capable of 
independently measuring all six components of force and torque using a Cartesian coordinate system 
and was calibrated by ATI to measure up to 40 N in the X and Y directions with a resolution of 1/100 
N (1.02 g) of resolution and 120 N in the Z direction with a resolution of 1/50 N (2.04 g). The resonant 
frequency for Fx, Fy, and Fz measurements are 3200 Hz, which is far beyond the operating frequency. 
This test stand design was developed and utilized in previous flapping flight work [23] and has 
characterized Robo Raven in previous work [4 5 26 27]. Similar approaches with load cells have been 
used in other flapping research work [24].  

        

Figure 5. (left) Test stand created for characterizing Robo Raven’s wings, and (right) ATI Mini40 six-
axis force/torque transducer used to record aerodynamic forces. 

Data was recorded using a LabView VI interfaced with a National Instruments data acquisition 
system after the static platform was mounted on the load cell. During operation, the data was gathered 
for 5 seconds at 1,000 samples per second. The flapping was started and stopped before and after each 
capture window to ensure well-developed operation free of initial and final transients. These 5,000 
samples were then averaged to provide the net thrust. The test was then repeated two more times. The 
average of three trials was then averaged produce the final figure for thrust provided. To prevent issues 
with motor heating which could skew the results, time was allowed between tests.  

5  EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELLING RESULTS 

To understand the effects of salient characteristics, such as changes in mass and stiffness, of the 
multifunctional wing design on the multifunctional performance, and to determine the validity of the 
model, the following wing designs were tested: 

1. Regular Robo Raven 1 wing (0.164 m2 in area with a span of 0.55 m, a 0.325 m chord, and 16.3 
g total mass) 
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2. Regular wing with 3 layers of 15 cm x 20 cm rectangular piece of substantially stiffer 3 mil 
thick lamination sheet (5.8 g) simulating energy storage/harvesting material on the leading edge 
near the root of the wing (Figure 6). 

3. Regular wing with 3 layers of 15 cm x 20 cm rectangular piece of 3 mil thick lamination sheet 
(5.8 g) simulating energy storage/harvesting material on the trailing edge of the wing. 

4. Regular wing with 11 Powerfilm flexible solar cell modules covering most of the wing and 
adding an additional 18.3 g of mass (Figure 6).  

5. Regular wing with 3 flexible LiPo battery+Powerfilm solar cell modules at the leading edge 
of the wing (Figure 4). 

Aerodynamic results from testing the wings on the stand at a programmed flapping amplitude of 50o 
(the maximum that can be tested without the wings touching the bottom of the stand) can be seen in 
Figure 7. The encoder-measured flapping range (i.e., twice the flapping amplitude) was plotted against 
flapping frequency, and the residual thrust with the wind tunnel at a speed of 6 m/s is plotted against 
flapping frequency. Also shown are the modeling fits obtained from Equations (7) and (26) for the thrust 
and flapping angle respectively can also be seen. In these fits, there was not substantially different 
between the regular wings and the substantially stiffer lamination film on the trailing and leading edge. 
However, the solar cells did show some effect on the flapping angle due to an increase in the drag by 
150% from the solar cell stiffness and mass, however there was no significant effects on the residual 
thrust measurements. This is likely due to additional deformation of the trailing edge that allows for 
more air to be displaced. he multifunctional wings with the flexible LiPo batteries and flexible solar 
cells at the leading edge produced nearly identical performance as the solar cell wings, having less 
stiffness near the trailing edge, more stiffness at the leading edge, and about 50% less additional mass. 

     
 

Figure 6. Regular wing with (left) the 3 mil laminated film at leading edge outlined in red, and (right) 
11 Powerfilm MPT6-75 flexible solar cell modules covering most of the wing. 

  

Figure 7. (left) Measured changes in flapping angle with flapping frequency and fits from Equation 
(26) for the 4 different wing designs, and (right) change in the associated residual and fits from 

Equation (7). 
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 The implications of the aerodynamic testing results and modeling on power and multifunctional 
performance can be seen in Figure 8. The power draw can now be determined from the calculated torque 
loading at each frequency, and the inherent efficiency of the motor at each frequency. The 
multifunctional performance model prediction of flight time, Equation (21), can now be used to predict 
the flight time using LiPo batteries with a typical storage capacity of approximately 352 J/g. It can be 
seen that this particular solar wing configuration can provide a flight time improvement of 20% at 4 Hz, 
where the maximum flight time occurs, as previously reported [12,17]. The multifunctional wings with 
flexible LiPo batteries and flexible solar cells at the leading edge is predicted to have a 40% 
improvement in flight time benefit. An improvement of 35% is also predicted at 4 Hz when the mass in 
the simulated wings is at the leading edge and assumed to be flexible LiPo battery material. Thus, this 
modeling has the potential for determining the benefits of using flexible energy storage/harvesting 
materials in multifunctional wings for flapping wing UAVs. 

 

Figure 8. (left) Power draw for each wing for a single servo, and (right) predicted flight time for each 
flapping condition from multifunctional performance model from Equation (21). 

 
6    CONCLUSIONS 

 Flexible energy harvesting/storage components have been used to create multifunctional wings 
for flapping wing UAVs to increase operational performance, particularly to increase flight time. Highly 
compliant, multifunctional composite structures for the wings of a novel flapping wing UAV platform 
known as “Robo Raven”, were realized using a new layered manufacturing technique.  Changes in the 
aerodynamic loads were characterized throughout the flapping cycle to understand the effects of 
integrating the flexible energy harvesting/storage materials on wing mechanics. Both aerodynamic and 
multifunctional performance analyses were developed to understand how integration of flexible solar 
cells and flexible batteries into the wings influences flight performance, in particular flight endurance. 
Multifunctional wing structures with mass simulating the energy harvesting/storage structures were 
compared with both regular wings, the new multifunctional wings with flexible LiPo batteries and 
flexible amorphous silicon solar cells, and previously developed multifunctional wings with flexible 
amorphous silicon solar cells. Fitting the models to the experimental data to determine the modeling 
parameters, it was possible to predict flight gains of up to 40% at the maximum flight time of 4 Hz for 
all of the multifunctional wing structures over the regular wings. 
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